Spandeck
ALUMINIUM WALKWAY AND BRIDGING SYSTEMS

QUALITY & STRENGTH YOU CAN TRUST

Spandeck
ALUMINIUM WALKWAY AND BRIDGING SYSTEMS

The Instant UpRight Spandeck
system is a lightweight walkway,
bridging and staging system. This
system provides a safe, simple and
cost effective solution for even the
most bespoke of applications.
Lightweight for easy handling, yet
durable for the most arduous of
applications.
With spans ranging from 3.7m to 9.1m,
there are limitless combinations.
Spandeck provides a cost effective
solution, even in perceived bespoke
applications, and where other products
simply will not work. T junctions and Four
way intersection deck pieces expand the
Instant UpRight system to provide a
comprehensive solution for access.

Spandeck Walkway, Qatar

Key features and benefits
• Spandeck provides a high level of safety
(fall/edge protection) for maintenance
personnel working at height.

Built in versatility

• Enhanced user safety through integral
toeboards, guardrails, guardrail posts,
handrails and harnesses. Spandeck can
easily be fitted with handrails on one or
both sides of the walkway. Handrails
provide a permanent, secure and relatively
inexpensive method of controlling fall risks.
• 60% lighter than alternative solutions.
• The lightweight alloy construction makes
Spandeck quick and easy to install and
dismantle and can be manually lifted by
two people eliminating the need for
expensive craneage making it an ideal
solution for buildings with restricted
access, such as plant rooms and theatres.

Linked Spandecks provide a platform for
under bridge refurbishment.

Single Spandeck provides walkway to
observation tower in Brunei rainforest.

• Anti-slip self draining finish to eliminate
any trip or slip hazards, stiffened with end
hooks to connect to 2” diameter tube.
• Platforms can be inverted and used in
multiple combinations to provide decks
and work areas of virtually unlimited
dimensions.
• Fabricated from high strength aluminium
the Spandeck is corrosion resistant,
weatherproof and maintenance free.
Note the fasteners need to be checked
regularly for tightness.

Spandeck links 2 towers for chimney maintenance in Belfast.

• Spandeck walkways are designed
specifically for a given application
therefore; they not only give you higher
performance, but in most cases actually
cost you considerably less (up to 30%
less expensive) than traditional sitefabricated products.
• Lightweight, durable and
guaranteed for 10 years.
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Spandeck used to gain close access for maintenance to the roof of the Famous Orient Express.

Components & part numbers - Spandeck
Part No

Description

Platforms
88012-01
88014-01
88016-01
88018-01
88020-01
88022-01
88024-01
88030-01
88230-01

3.7m (12') deck length
4.3m (14') deck length
5.0m (16') deck length
5.5m (18') deck length
6.1m (20') deck length
6.7m (22') deck length
7.3m (24') deck length
9.1m (30') deck length
9.1m deck length (in 2 halves)

Handrails
88112
88114
88116
88118
88120
88122
88124
88130

3.7m Spandeck Handrail
4.3m Spandeck Handrail
5.0m Spandeck Handrail
5.5m Spandeck Handrail
6.1m Spandeck Handrail
6.7m Spandeck Handrail
7.3m Spandeck Handrail
9.1m Spandeck Handrail

Part No

Description

Toeboards
88084
88086
88088
88184
88186

1.2m long, 0.15m high Side Toeboard
1.8m long, 0.15m high Side Toeboard
2.4m long, 0.15m high Side Toeboard
1.2m long End Toeboard
1.8m long End Toeboard

Guardrail Posts
88055
0.9m high (one coupler)
88065
1.0m high (two couplers)
88817
Tee head post & midrail (single platform)
Supplementary
88220
Fish Plates with Nuts & Bolts
88110
Short Knee Brace
88111
Long Knee Brace
E187-63R Half GR frame to the linked tower (right)
E187-63L Half GR frame to the linked tower (left)
E811-70
T-frame for handr. inc. right angle
coupler

Spandeck Trailing Edge Bracket

Spandeck
Guardrail
Post

Guardrail In Line
Connector
Spandeck
Purlin Anchor

Spandeck
Handrail

Spandeck
Safety Line

Instant UpRight Ltd.
Unit S1, Park West Industrial Park,
Friel Avenue, Nangor Road,
Dublin 12, Ireland.

Spandeck Link
Bracket
Spandeck
Roofing Trolley

MANUFACTURED BY

www.instantupright.com

T: +353 (0)1 6209300
F: +353 (0)1 6209301
E: info@instantupright.com
www.instantupright.com

For safe use and assembly please refer to
manufacturer’s assembly guide. Specifications are
subject to change without notice. The photographs in
this brochure are for promotional purposes only.
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